
 

 
ATTACKED STOPPED 
✓Trend Analysis 

✓ 7% represents 7% less attacks within 
the last 24 hours from 7 days ago 

MALWARE BLOCKED 
✓Trend Analysis 

✓ 200% represents Malware detected 
and blocked by Traps within 24 hours 

DEVICE PROTECTED 
✓Looks at distinct agents reporting and 

protected 
  

 MALWARE ACTIVITY BY ACTION 
✓Post-Detection 

✓Submitted for further analysis 

✓Post-Blocked 

✓Behavior recognized and blocked 
 MALWARE BY SIGNATURE 
✓Top Detected/Identified Malware or 
Malware Behavior 

✓Top Machines by Infection Count 

✓Top Infected Files by Count Detected 

✓Intrusion “Alerts” Over Time 
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SECURITY 
ASSESSMENTS

PENETRATION TESTING

VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT

ASSESSOR+

ADVANCED ENDPOINT PROTECTION

๏ To give our customers the very best threat detection and response, 
our unified platform combines key security capabilities with expert 
threat intelligence that is updated in real-time with data collected 
from our customers endpoints, public threat exchanges, and award-
winning Partner threat clouds such as Palo Alto Networks Wildfire™. 

๏ This data is consolidated and analyzed by a leading group of 
engineers at Clarium’s Security Operation Center (SOC) providing 
unrivaled threat prevention, vigilance, and reporting.



 
 
 

 
 

 

VERIFIED PHISHING ATTACKS 
✓Trend Analysis 

✓ 200% represents Malware 
detected and blocked by Traps 
within 24 hours 

THREAT VECTOR 
✓Suspected Phishing Email 

Messages 

✓Email Soliciting Confidential 
Data 

✓C2 Links 

✓Embedded Macros 
INTENDED VICTIMS 
REPORTING STATE 
✓Verification 

✓Unverified 

✓Spam 

✓Reported Phishing 

 

 

Our team utilizes enterprise grade Splunk tools to monitor and prevent breach attempts at 
the edge of your network and at the endpoint. Our Advanced endpoint agent communicates 

and sends data intelligence to our Splunk consoles where analyst can act quickly to stop the 
spread of malware within your network. 
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PHISHING

VERIFIED ATTACKS

THREAT VECTOR

INTENDED VICTIMS

REPORTING STATE

SECUREVAULT

24/7 MONITORING

TM
COMPLIANCE REPORTING

THREAT HUNTING

ANNUAL PENETRATION TESTING

PERSISTENT OFF-NETWORK ANALYSIS

24/7 MONITORING



 
 
Clarium Managed Services can deliver custom built reports that meet, or in most cases 
exceed the requirements of your compliance authority. Some examples are 
HIPAA/HITECH, PCI-DSS, ISO/IEC 2700x, and GDPR. 
 

Clarium Managed Services utilizes enterprise grade analytical and behavioral AI tools to 
search and identify threats to your devices, data or corporate assets. This significantly 

reduces your need to hire a security analyst to provide a similar service. 

 

Our company provides an annual deep inspection penetration test that can uncover 
many gaps in security, or vulnerabilities in your general non endpoint security 
infrastructure. The report is discreetly uploaded to your secure self service portal in an 
encrypted format, meeting all compliance regulations. 

As the use of Bring Your Own Devices (BYOD) increases in every organization, so do the 
probabilities that devices will introduce a malware into it. Clarium’s SecurePoint™ provides 

persistent disconnected local analysis on your PC, or smart devices to detect any malware. 

 

➡ Targeted phishing attacks are bypassing Secure Email Gateways/ Spam filters and going undetected 
for weeks and sometimes months 

➡ Employees lack the skills and tools to detect phishing emails. Awareness & training is simply not 
enough because some people still click on well-crafted or intriguing phishing emails, are easily 
distracted, and some people just never learn. 

➡ Manual post spam-filter detection times are slow. So malicious emails are sitting in employees› 
inboxes for too long, because security teams are overburdened with hundreds of daily reported 
security events. 
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COMPLIANCE REPORTING

THREAT HUNTING

ANNUAL PENETRATION TESTING

PERSISTENT OFF-NETWORK ANALYSIS

MAILVAULT

INMAIL ALERTS

TM

SENDER REPUTATION SCORING

INBOX BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS

SIMILARITY CHECKS

REAL-TIME SCANNING

COMMON PROBLEMS



➡ A lack of real-time phishing intelligence sharing between companies is putting them consistently on 
defense. 

➡ In most cases existing email phishing solutions and incident response are not well integrated & 
orchestrated within the cyber security stack, as a result the threat will not be completely removed 
from the entire network and endpoints automatically. 

THE BEST DETECTION AND PREVENTION 

Includes common features like: 
➡ Report Button 
➡ Suspicious email forwarding w/ attachments 
➡ Report Status 
➡ Positive Reinforcement 
➡ Unique Anti-Impersonation 

➡ Hybrid approach combining human intelligence with machine learning to detect anomalies and 
communication habits at the mailbox level — unlike alternative legacy products that only 
monitor on the gateway level, this can help users become more successful breach detectors 

Advanced InMail visual phishing alerts (including recipient, rating and possible impersonation) to help 
users to report sophisticated and targeted phishing attacks in real-time. Provides employees with their 
very own virtual Security Analyst assisting them to spot and report suspicious emails. 

Uses deep email scans to check the credibility of the email sender’s reputation. Helps you know if the 
sender can be trusted based on prior correspondents. 
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SO, HOW DO YOU GET THE BEST AUTOMATED PHISHING DETECTION AND PREVENTION, WITH BUILT-IN 
INTELLIGENCE THAT INTEGRATES WITH YOUR EXISTING SYSTEMS AND REDUCES THE NEED FOR MORE SECURITY 
PROS— ALL AT A PRICE WITHIN REACH?

Q

MAILVAULT™ IS THE FIRST AND ONLY ANTI-EMAIL PHISHING TECHNOLOGY TO COMBINE HUMAN 
INTELLIGENCE WITH MACHINE LEARNING TO PREVENT, DETECT AND RESPOND AUTOMATICALLY TO TODAY’S 

SOPHISTICATED EMAIL PHISHING ATTACKS USING A MULTI-LAYERED AND AUTOMATED APPROACH

INMAIL ALERTS

SENDER REPUTATION SCORING

A



Analyzes the individual employees email to discover any anomalies between their past and present 
communications which further helps refine the potential phishing score. 

Uses machine learning algorithms to cross-reference suspicious attempts by hackers to manipulate and 
reuse phishing emails that bypass spam filters or to hide their identity using common impersonation and 
spoofing tactics. Prevents repeat phishing attacks, “CEO” fraud and impersonation attempts. 

Scans email in real-time for known and ongoing threats and automatically blocks it. 

THE BEST AUTOMATED FORENSICS 

MailVault™ is the only email phishing provider that performs a fully automated forensics of reported or 
detected suspicious emails, such as 

Uses Virus Total multi AV Engines and Google Safe browsing to detect against known malicious links 
such as malware/ social engineering. 

All detected or reported phishing emails are scanned automatically for malicious attachments using Virus 
Totals’ Multi AV Engines and Check Points’ SandBlast and immediately quarantined if found to contain 
anything malicious. 

Provides a comprehensive forensic analysis and unified view of the affected mailboxes, allowing your 
security team to review the status of the potential phishing attack and intervene if necessary with a single 
mouse click. 

The system clusters similar reported spam emails as one single entry so users and security members can 
tag the entries as spam, removing the amount of “noise” from the dashboard reports—so the teams can 
spend more time on legitimate problems. 
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INBOX BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS

SIMILARITY CHECKS

REAL-TIME EMAIL SCANNING

URL SCANNING

ATTACHMENTS SCANNING

MAILBOX REAL-TIME REPORT

SPAM ANALYSIS



THE BEST AUTOMATED INCIDENCE RESPONSE 

IronTraps do analysis, mitigation, remediation and forensics automatically or at the click of a button — 
unlike most applications which require an army of highly trained SOC/Security specialists to manually 
deal with hundreds of daily reported security events and responses. In addition, they seamlessly 
orchestrate incident responses across multiple security controls to eliminate the threat completely from 
network to endpoint—automatically and in real-time. 

Any suspicious emails reported or detected will automatically notify end users inside their email client 
and security teams inside the MailVault™ dashboard. 

A fully automated quarantine occurs enterprise wide if an email is verified as malicious, removing the 
harmful email away from employees neutralizing the threat. 

With no plugin to install, IronTraps can proactively remediate in boxes on Microsoft exchange and Gmail 
servers in real-time and on any device that can manage emails, enabling unprecedented phishing 
prevention that does not rely on users being logged in or online. 

The system provides classification between spam, false positives and phishing emails, which makes it 
easier to deal with actual threats. 
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IRONTRAP TECHNOLOGY

AUTOMATED MITIGATION

AUTOMATED REMEDIATION

AUTOMATED SERVER-SIDE REMEDIATION

INTELLIGENT SPAM HANDLING



THE BEST ORCHESTRATION 

IronTraps seamlessly orchestrates incident responses across multiple security controls to eliminate the 
threat completely from network to endpoint—automatically and in real-time. 

When a new attack is detected MailVault™ is working with other network and endpoints› automated 
forensics and workflow managers to make sure the attack is contained on all levels within the network. 

All intelligence and verified phishing reports are delivered to the SOC and SIEM allowing for greater 
control and incident response capabilities. (Firewall, IPS, Email Filter, Sandboxing, & Multi AV) 

THE BEST INTELLIGENCE 

Federation is the first and only anti-phishing product to provide a comprehensive real-time automated 
intelligence sharing ecosystem that is integrated into the automated incident response layer. 

Shares verified “zero day” phishing attacks between organizations in real-time—ensuring everyone who 
subscribes to the Federation network is automatically defended immediately.  

All verified attacks are automatically sent to IronTraps for remediation. This saves time to review and 
keeps users safe. 
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AUTOMATED WORKFLOW TRIGGERING

NETWORK CONFIGURATION

REAL TIME INTELLIGENCE SHARING

AUTOMATED EXECUTION



All attacks are verified by security teams in order to provide the highest level of verification while 
reducing the number of false positives. MailVault™ users provide the intelligence being shared, insuring 
the level of intelligence is up to date, relevant and in real-time rather than using outdated and external 
feeds 

Intelligence is shared among MailVault™ companies anonymously world-wide with an add-on module 
called Federation, creating an ever growing community of breach detectors to proactively defend 
against zero-day phishing attacks. 

PRICE PERFORMANCE LEADER 

Basic packages are up to 40% less than competitive applications. Automated to reduce manual labor 
costs. Saves you tens to hundreds of thousands in staff salaries and expenses to prevent and mitigate 
phishing manually. Save the typical $15,000 in consulting, $10,000 - $35,000 in additional managed 
services, plus more.... 

Add as many of your team members to the platform as you wish for no additional cost. 

No cost for support, installs or updates. Extended Phone Support 10 hours daily (8am to 6 pm EST). 
quick email response available via the website, plus within the dashboard. 

Excellent support library. Includes detailed videos, articles, how-to and installation guides plus more 
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HUMAN VERIFIED INTELLIGENCE

CROSS-ORGANIZATION SHARING

AFFORDABLE WITH NO EXPENSE MANAGED SERVICES

UNLIMITED USERS & SYSTEMS

COMPLIMENTARY SUPPORT

SUPPORT LIBRARY



 

 
 

There’s no question about the business value of the cloud – the question is how to adapt your security to 
work for the cloud. Clarium guides you in delivering consistent, automated protections across public and 
private clouds so you can adopt SaaS (software-as-a-service) apps, rapidly roll out cloud-delivered 
services and avoid business disruption. 
 
 

Infrastructure-as-a-service and platform-as-a-service offerings – IaaS and PaaS, respectively – are gaining 
traction for application development, analytics, business intelligence and more, but they also create new 
risks. Fragmented security, manual operations and human error can cause breaches as well as slow down 
application deployments. 

Clarium provides advanced protection for consistent security across all major clouds – Amazon®Web 
Services, Microsoft® Azure® and Google® Cloud Platform – and our managed cloud features minimize 
the friction of app development and security. You can protect and segment applications, deliver 
continuous security and compliance, and achieve zero-day prevention. 
 
 

Use of SaaS applications is exploding, but so are the security risks of SaaS clouds. Sanctioned and 
unsanctioned SaaS adoption alike can increase the risk of data exposure, breaches and noncompliance. 

By offering advanced data protection and consistency across clouds, Clarium’s products and services 
mitigate the risks. Our products and services address your cloud access security broker, or CASB, needs 
and provide advanced capabilities in risk discovery, data loss prevention and advanced threat protection. 
Now, you can maintain compliance while preventing data leaks and business disruption through a fully 
cloud-delivered CASB deployment. 
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CLOUD 
SECURITY

DEPLOYMENT

RISK MITIGATION

SECURITY & PROTECTION

DEPLOYMENT

RISK MITIGATION

ADVANCED SAAS DATA PROTECTION

PRIVATE CLOUD



 

Private clouds give you direct control of security, but the lack of shared responsibility can sometimes 
increase security risks. You’re responsible for the complete solution, from network to hypervisor to 
application data security, which requires efficiency in the local data center and tight integration with 
public clouds for moving to hybrid deployments. 

Clarium provides advanced protection, security and consistency across locations and clouds. We offer 
automated security provisioning and template-based security deployment, so your policies are ready to 
go, and they update automatically as new workloads are deployed or removed, saving time and cutting 
risk.
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PRIVATE CLOUD


